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The President’s Column
By Paula McCandlis, WCBA President 2014

Have You Scheduled Time for You?
Before you read any further please take a look at your calendar.

Have you scheduled time for you?
A very smart attorney, Lee Grochmal, once told me that when she gets her calendar
for the year, the first thing she does is sit down and figure out her vacations. I thought
this was brilliant for several reasons:
1. You need something to work towards and look forward to.
2. You need to make yourself the first priority of your calendar. You run your
schedule; your schedule does not run you.
3. You have better vacations when they are well thought out and meaningful.
4. You come back to work recharged and ready to give.
This job forces attorneys to put ourselves second to our clients. Whether we work
for the state, county, city, or a corporation, we are protecting the rights of a person,
group, or entity. We put our clients’ priorities ahead of our own. Over time, attorneys
become over-committed, stressed out, stretched too thin, and just plain tired.
If you feel this way, start planning time for you and put it on your calendar. Don’t
make excuses, such as you don’t have time, money or any desire to go anywhere. I made
these same objections, and for each one I was proved wrong.
When I was a sole practitioner, taking time off was brutal. I felt as if I was being
punished before and after a vacation. Sometimes, I wondered if it was even worth it. For
me, it felt like I worked twice as hard to leave, I lost billable hours when I was gone, and
then a tsunami of work overwhelmed me upon my return.
For several years, I shared an office space with the late, great Elizabeth Balas, may
she rest in peace, and I saw that she took fabulous six-week vacations. I learned from her
that your clients will understand and wait. I saw that when new clients called, they
seemed satisfied to schedule an appointment weeks out. Liz made herself the priority,
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and even her potential clients knew she was worth the wait.
Retired Judge Moynihan informed me that when he was in private practice doing
family law, he would take the whole month of December off. He said Christmas was
a terrible time to do any divorce work, and he was right. He also pointed out what I
already knew - that attorneys were paid last around Christmas time. So save yourself
the stress and take the time off.

Talk with your staff and figure out their vacations. I try to take a vacation when
my paralegal takes a vacation. Let’s face it - the office is a miserable and lonely place
when you are all by yourself. More importantly, it is nearly impossible to get anything
done when your paralegal is gone. Save yourself and take that time off.
Not having enough money for a vacation is a self-serving excuse. If you don’t
schedule, budget, and plan, then it simply won’t happen. There are cheap vacations
consisting of stay-cations, a visit with relatives or friends, or a camping trip. There are
vacations combined with a CLE at a nice location. Who knows, you may even learn
something as your family enjoys the amenities. Another option is to purchase your vacation at a charity event and take the deduction.
Stop finding a way to say no and find a way to make it happen.
The final excuse, that you don’t desire to go anywhere, is valid when we live in
such an amazing place where you can ski, bike, run, kayak, sail…to name a few activities, all in the same day. This doesn’t mean you don’t still make time for you. When
my office was in the Bellingham Towers, I would look out the window and I could see
cars parking on the top floor of the parking garage. Almost every day, I saw Simon
Brownlie roll in with a bike, kayak or skis mounted to the top of his car. Finally, I
asked him, “What are you doing?” He told me that when he wakes up in the morning,
he thinks about what he wants to do for fun that day. This is his first priority.
Frankly this was a revelation to me. Imagine not waking up thinking (dreading)
all the emails, calls, court, confrontations? You don’t have to go anywhere; you simply have to make yourself come first. You will not regret it.
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CLASSIFIED ADS
Free to all WCBA members & firms
e-mail ad copy as MS Word .doc file to:

rajeev@northwhatcomlaw.com
by the 15th of the preceding month
Questions? Call 360 527-9400

Office Space Available – Bellingham Towers - 119 N. Commercial Street – downtown! Nancy at
647-1916, ext. 112; Or email nancy@hollanderinvestments.com Conference Room available for
Rent to Tenants and Non-Tenants. New Cardio Room & Shower available for Tenants – access 24h!
WHATCOM SUPERIOR COURT— NOTICE
Civil Motions calendars before Judge Garrett will not be conducted on May 23, May 30, June 6 or June 13. A civil motions calendar will occur on Wednesday, May 21, at 1:30; motions for that calendar should be filed, noted and confirmed
within the deadlines established in WCCR 77.2 (c) and (d).
Please note that the most current information about court scheduling, motions calendars and judges’ schedules can be
found on the “Calendars” page of the Superior Court’s website. Attorneys who are noting or anticipating hearings and
trials should consult the website for current scheduling information.

Furnished Bay-view Office for Rent in Bellingham— $925/mo with free parking
Quiet, private building only 6 blocks from courthouse. Long-established law firm in building making
changes due to retirement of a partner. Rent includes reception, telephone answering, use of conference room, high speed internet, all utilities, and use of kitchen, copier (15¢ per page) and fax
machine (LD phone charges only). Bookkeeping and secretarial services available as needed for extra charge. Parking lot for clients and free onstreet parking for you. Office available January 1, 2014.
Please call 647-0234 for more information or to set up appointment to view office.
Two offices for rent in Executive Suites on Prospect. Tenant will have shared use of two conference rooms, receptionist to answer phones and greet clients. These two offices have their own individual thermostats to control heat and air conditioning. Signage is available for business name and free
parking for clients. Permitted parking is available for tenant. One office is 152 sq. feet for $600.00 per
month. The other office is 216 sq. feet for $800.00 per month. The monthly rental amount includes
heat, electricity, water, sewer, garbage, and internet access. Call Katti Esp at (360) 715-3100.
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Pre-note: Did you guys notice in last month’s article, I was all like “Hey we better do something about Russia or they
are going to extend their totalitarian grip over more of the Earth” and then like they did go invade and annex Crimea
and thumbed their noses at us? Access to our markets and resources needs to be tied to conformity with Rule of Law
and non-aggression. Please mention this to your elected representatives, and feel free to mention I am available to be
Secretary of State at a moment’s notice.

Ramblings of a Small Time Country Lawyer
~By Rajeev!

“Small Time Country Plumber”
Subtitle:

Weird Diversions

If I had ONE-MILLION DOLLARS ($1,000,000.00) handed to me,
I would probably keep doing the jobs I am doing. Setting aside the point
that a family with children to be raised and educated cannot really live on a
million dollars in perpetuity without fleeing to Guatemala (let’s call it 10
million so there is no debate on this point)… if I had a large sum of cash, I
certainly enjoy the job I am doing enough to keep doing it. True, I might
not do as much, or take all the clients I do now, but I think I would, for two
main reasons:
First, I work in Blaine, which is probably the finest urban zone in the Pacific Northwest, with
great pedestrian-friendly plazas and shops and bars where everyone knows your name. It boasts the
finest dining establishments in Whatcom County, focusing on service and taste, rather than the Gluten/
Organic/Quinoa-levels they think about in notoriously uptight Bellingham. The people are kindly,
friendly and good-looking. I mean, the average age of its citizens is approximately 92, but it keeps the
rioting down to a minimum.
Second, I have a really cool job, in which I deal with many different areas of law in which I get
to do a lot of motion practice as well as a lot of international corporate counseling. As such, I get to
meet a lot of interesting people with interesting stories. While my practice has grown, it has also
shrunk, as some aspects have withered away (I refuse to do any PI). One area of my practice has
stayed constant, but I have turned off the taps revenue-wise: Family Law; almost all my cases are pro
bono these days, just because of the demographics of Blaine– it is a lower income area, where often
families only have one-income… and as it happens, it is usually the man who works while the woman
stays at home with 2 kids. The man, having the economic mobility often flees, leaving a lot of people
without the means to get representation, much less have the ability to go to Bellingham to beg for free
legal services, much less file things at the courthouse. Our firm is a big sucker for unemployed singlemothers with several kids.1 So, if I am already doing work for free (and in fact the most annoying
work that I do in any day), why would 10 million dollars change that?
I would certainly travel more– like suggested in Paula’s article, I would probably take more vacation (some vacation, at least!). That’s the only thing I can think of that I would like to do that I am
not doing… part of that is that I maintain a large stable of hobbies. I find that a lot of lawyers have
(Continued on page 6)
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very interesting hobbies, and I imagine that is necessary to keep the mind from fixating on work. In
Seattle, I worked with a lawyer who literally built ships in bottles. Local attorney, Doug Shepherd
takes apart baseball gloves, and then puts them back together, experimenting with designs. Bryan
Page, having successfully usurped my title as Motorcycle King of the Whatcom Bar, goes on long scenic journeys. Many lawyers sing in choirs, or play in bands, like Judge Uhrig and Ron Hardesty’s Lost
Highway Band.2 While, I haven’t seen her do it since she has been on the bench, Judge Garrett was
notorious for always having a pair of knitting needles clacking away whenever she could get away with
it.
Me, I have also recently found a unique
hobby: Installing toilets. Two months ago, I
knew nothing about toilets, except how to use
one. All I knew was that I had one I didn’t like.
There was nothing wrong with it, per se, I just
didn’t like it. It used a lot of water, looked old
and was generally uncomfortable, as well as
loud. I had a plumber over to work on some serious issues I knew were beyond my ken, and I
asked about what it would cost to change a toilet.
I didn’t really like the answer enough to pay for
it, so I started studying the subject and watching
videos of installation jobs, and comparing various toilet models and types. Now, two months
later, I have removed and installed five toilets!
This may sound a bit crazy, but changing a
toilet is kind of fun, and involves a mix of thinking, planning, strength and while in theory could
go terribly wrong, is fairly straight forward.
Even better, it is ideally a two-person job, so if
you have a friend to help you it makes it that
much more fun! The first two I changed-out
took 2.5 hours, and now we have it down to 1.25 hours– my goal/challenge is to do a job in under an
hour. Unfortunately, I am running out of willing friends and toilets of my own that I can justify replacing. I am also a little worried about the Nefarious Plumber’s Guild coming after me, so I may have to
retire this hobby (though I recently repaired a sink gasket too!). However, if a member of the bar had a
toilet they hated, and wanted some instruction/supervision/labor, I bet we could save a good deal of
money and not have a terrible time doing what sounds like an onerous task!
~R!
Endnotes
1– No, I can’t take your case– I have so many! In fact, I have one I am conflicted out of that needs representation… it
would be a big favor if you give me a call– it is a very worthy candidate for pro bono representation.
2– They have MySpace!: https://myspace.com/thelosthighwayband/mixes
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Open Letter to Senator Coons, re: appointments to DOJ
Editor’s Note: To perhaps put this letter from Doug Robertson and his excellent John Adams reference in context, I
will quote the beginning of, and link to, a NYT article on the subject:
“The nominee [to lead the Justice Department’s Civil Rights Division], Debo P. Adegbile, was litigation director of the NAACP Legal Defense and Educational Fund when it represented Mumia Abu-Jamal on an appeal of his death sentence for killing a Philadelphia police
officer decades ago. He could not overcome a campaign by Republicans, conservative activists and law enforcement organizations still infuriated by the murder of the officer, Daniel Faulkner.
But it was the votes of seven Democratic senators to reject Mr. Adegbile that doomed the nomination despite what White House officials described as a sustained closed-door effort by Mr. Obama and his top aides to save it…”
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Civil Procedure Corner: To Apply Or Not Apply the
Civil Rules, That is the Question
By Bryan L. Page *
We talk a lot about the Civil Rules and their intricacies. But let’s take a
step back and examine when the Civil Rules actually apply and when they do
not.
To begin, we do not have to look any further than Civil Rule 1. That rule
states the Civil Rules “govern the procedure in the superior court in all suits of
a civil nature whether cognizable in cases at law or in equity with the exceptions stated in rule 81.” 1 So the Civil Rules apply to all civil cases. That is
pretty straight forward.
But what happens when there is both a court rule and a statute on the same topic? Well, near the back of
the Civil Rules we learn that the rules supersede all procedural statutes and other rules that may be in
conflict. 2 The Civil Rules are procedural rules adopted by the Washington Supreme Court. Because the
court has inherent and supreme power to promulgate rules governing court procedures, the Civil Rules
trump any procedural statutes pursuant to the doctrine of separation of powers. 3
Even with the basic rule that procedural rules trump procedural statutes, sometimes conflicts still arise
over whether a statute actually conflicts with the Civil Rules. In cases of a potential conflict, first courts
“must reconcile or harmonize apparently inconsistent court rules and statutes when possible.” 4 If the
statute and the court rule cannot be reconciled and actually do conflict, whether the statute or the rule
controls depends on the nature of the right at issue.5 If the right is substantive the statute controls, but if
the right is procedural the court rule controls.6 Again, this standard is based on the separation of powers
between the two co-equal branches of government issuing conflicting regulations. 7
Furthermore, some types of proceedings, termed “special proceedings,” are expressly exempt from the
Civil Rules.8 The term “special proceeding” is not defined in the Civil Rules or statute.9 However, it is
generally applied to mean proceedings that continue to be governed largely by statute, such as family
law matters, attachment and garnishment, execution, receiverships, contempt proceedings, sexual predator proceedings, probate matters, and unlawful detainer actions.10 The legislature cannot simply reclassify any legal action as a special proceeding in order to enact procedural rules. 11 If it could, there would
be few limits on the legislature’s power over the courts.12 Instead, the Washington Supreme Court has
defined special proceedings as follows:
A more appropriate definition of special proceedings would include only those proceedings
created or completely transformed by the legislature. This would include actions unknown
to common law (such as attachment, mandamus, or certiorari), as well as those where the
legislature has exercised its police power and entirely changed the remedies available (such
as the workers' compensation system). Other states have adopted similar standards within
(Continued on page 9)
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their civil codes, typically defining an ordinary action as one based in common law and
a special proceeding as any other action. This standard protects the separation of powers
because it preserves this court's abilities to set its own court rules for traditional actions
but allows the legislature to set rules for newly created proceedings. 13
But even in special proceedings, the Civil Rules may be used to supplement procedural areas left unaddressed by the statutory regime. 14
It is important to understand what procedural rules apply. Particular attention should be paid to causes of action created by the legislature that have detailed statutory rules. Knowing what procedural
rules apply can help avoid any misunderstanding or missed deadlines later in the case.
* Bryan Page is a shareholder at Zender Thurston, P.S. and practices civil trial and appellate litigation in
state and federal courts, with an emphasis on business, commercial, and real estate disputes. He can be
reached at (360) 647-1500 or bpage@zenderthurston.com.
Endnotes
1. CR 1.
2. CR 81(b).
3. Smukalla v. Barth, 73 Wn. App. 240, 245 n.3, 868 P.2d 888 (1994).
4. Id. at 245.
5. State v. W.W., 76 Wn. App. 754, 758, 887 P.2d 914 (1995).
6. Id.
7. Id.
8. CR 81(a).
9. Putman v. Wenatchee Valley Med. Ctr., P.S., 166 Wn.2d 974, 981, 216 P.3d 374 (2009).
10. Id.; Karl B. Tegland, 3 Washington Practice: Rules Practice CR 1 § 6 (7th ed.).
11. Putman, 166 Wn.2d at 981.
12. Id.
13. Id. at 982 (internal citations omitted).
14. See Canterwood Place L.P. v. Thande, 106 Wn. App. 844, 25 P.3d 495 (2001) (looking to Civil Rules to supplement computation of time
in unlawful detainer case).
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The Nook: Law Library News by Virginia Tucker
New Deskbook at Law Library: 4th Edition of Community
Property (2014)
A new WSBA Deskbook just arrived at the Law Library:

Washington Community Property Deskbook (4th ed. 2014)
Authors: Tom Andrews, Professor, University of Washington School of Law; Karen Boxx, Professor, University of
Washington School of Law; Ann Murphy, Professor, Gonzaga University School of Law.

This edition replaces the third edition published in 2003. The current fourth edition is not a rewrite
of the prior edition. It is, rather, an update which has once again taken advantage of technological
advances and the industry of the Washington State Bar Association editorial staff to provide readers
with a fully integrated new edition. It is based on statutes enacted and court decisions published
through June 30, 2013. The most important substantive developments that readers will find in this
edition are those dealing with (1) registered domestic partnerships and same-sex marriage and (2)
the law of committed intimate relationships, which continues to evolve. Regarding same-sex marriage, we held off on publishing this edition until we could take account of the Supreme Court’s decision on Section 3 of the federal Defense of Marriage Act (DOMA).
Table of Contents
Chapter 1. Introduction
Chapter 2. The Necessary Relationship
Chapter 3. Character of Ownership of Property
Chapter 4. Management and Voluntary Disposition
Chapter 5. Transactions and Agreements Between Married Persons,
Registered Domestic Partners, and Committed Intimate Partners
Chapter 6. Involuntary Disposition: Creditors’ Rights
Chapter 7. Taxation
Chapter 8. The Transitory Community and Conflict of Laws
Published: February 2014
720 pages
_______________________
Law Library Website: http://www.whatcomlawlibrary.org Phone: 360.676.6556
Law Librarian: Virginia Tucker, MLIS, PhD Email: vtucker@co.whatcom.wa.us
Board of Trustees: Dean Brett, Michael Kleps, Bill Knudsen, Jack Louws (ex officio), Dave
McEachran (ex officio), Charles Snyder.
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A Two Year Undercover Observation of Lawyers: Results
By Sara Andaluz
Lawyers are an interesting bunch. Or should I say attorneys? I didn’t used to know what to call you guys, and I probably refrained at first, for fear of giving offense. In seventh grade
my brother used to write his weekly English assignments to his
teacher as missives from an alien observing this species of
earthlings. That’s a little how I felt when I started getting to
know some of you.
I didn’t have much to go on except the perspective of people who seem to consider
attorneys as little more than the professional version of “slimy car salesmen.” Not that I endorsed that view, but having the opportunity to be a fly on the wall in the attorney world
for the last two years has forever changed my view of the esteemed members of this perhaps controversially perceived profession.
The fine attorneys of Whatcom County have blown me away by the overwhelming
amount of honesty, intelligence, and generosity they employ in their work. It is apparent
that the high quality of the work you do comes from a sense of personal and professional
integrity that truly puts the client’s best interests first. You believe in this so completely that
you even donate THOUSANDS of hours of free legal consultation and assistance so that
people can have access to justice through the legal system regardless of their ability to afford it.
Not only do you donate your time, but you actually donate the money that funds the
organization that you donate your time to! I learned this when I attended my first Lawyers
Take Orders dinner auction and looking around, realized in disbelief that “almost everyone
here is a lawyer!” That level of generosity and commitment to justice blows my mind. At
the 2012 LTO alone, Whatcom County attorneys donated over $71,OOO to LAW Advocates.1 The same year, you donated over $671,000 of legal services and in-kind contributions to LAW Advocates, 100% of which was used to provide people with equal access to
justice.1
Pre-fly-on-the-wall-observation, I can remember hearing from people who, in conspiratorial, irritated tones would complain about their attorneys, “They’re all friends you
(Continued on page 14)
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know! They don’t care about me! They’re just in it for the money!” While I understand how
it could feel that way to someone on the wrong side of a legal issue, the numbers above
speak for themselves, and they tell the real story.
And on a personal level, 2 years of fly-on-the-wall observation has given me pretty
compelling evidence that attorneys are really superheroes. Please, keep your day job—
our society depends on it!
Attor neys ar e some of the least judgmental people I know (except those types who ar e also judges...)
Talk about their cases with each other
Totally up for hanging out and chillin
Other wise known as Amazing People (sadly, “AP” hasn’t
caught on yet. Maybe I should tweet it...)
Running ar ound helping people
Never too busy to help a colleague in need
Ener gized by a challenge
Your best bet in a tr ivia death match
Save the day!

Endnotes
1. LAW Advocates 2012 Annual Report.
www.LAWAdvocates.org

The Gonzaga University School of Law Alumni Association invites you to join
us for a Bellingham Alumni Happy Hour with Jane Korn, Dean.
Enjoy your first round of drinks on us while learning about the latest happenings at Gonzaga
Law. The event will be located at the Honey Moon where they serve fabulous mead and cider
as well as wine and beer.
Date- April 17th ,2014
Time -5:00pm-6:30pm
Venue- Honey Moon
1053 North Street Alley Bellingham, WA
http://www.honeymoonmeads.com/
Please RSVP by April 14th, 2014
Email Alumni to RSVP alumni@lawschool.gonzaga.edu
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Barking up the Wrong Tree
By Gary Kindler, spotted by aler t WCBJ r eader s at his website.

In casual conversations, we sometimes speak in clichés because we can connect quickly, but
even in conversation, if we hear clichés too often, we think, “This guy’s an idiot.”
On paper, that impression comes quicker and more often. To wit: “The plaintiff is barking up
the wrong tree.” I don’t know if that expression comes from someone herding a posse of dogs after
a fox in the hunt country or a opossum in the Ozarks, but the first person to use it as a metaphor to
describe someone whose energy is headed in the wrong direction must have been a clever sort.
At its origin, a cliché is clever (that is why everybody started repeating it, and that is how it
became a cliché). But we didn’t think of it, and others have uttered it billions of times between then
and now, so coming from us it sounds tired, trite, hackneyed, and like we are not capable of expressing ourselves without borrowing from someone else. That is okay if we are teenagers and still
trying things on, but it doesn’t sound right coming from an intelligent adult, especially a lawyer, especially in writing.
A federal judge plucked the following (and many more) from briefs filed with the Ninth Circuit:

tip of the iceberg
Pandora’s box
catch-22
the best of all worlds
state of the art

the forest for the trees
the whole ball of wax
back to the drawing board
avoid like the plague
hit the nail on the head

Caveat: If you must use clichés, at least don’t mix them. A defendant’s lawyer once complained to the judge that the plaintiff wanted “the whole nine balls of wax.” Another lawyer told the
judge he was, “beating his head against a dead horse.”
I’m not making these up. I wish I were that clever. My former favorite came from a judge.
After discussing a complicated matter with both counsel, he announced they would, “take the bull
by the horns, and let the chips fall where they may.” Holy cow.
But my very, very, all-time, most favoritest cliché came from an associate, who was running
to court alongside a late and ill-prepared partner. Panting, the associate turned to her. “How are you
going to get out of this one?” Without breaking stride, the partner said, “I’m just gonna shoot from
the seat of my pants.”
I leave you with that scene, inside a quiet courtroom, paneled in walnut.
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You are reading this aren’t you?
You too should be advertising right...
HERE!
New and Old Sponsors… did you know as of today, if you pay
your sponsorship for 6 months or more in the WCBJ, you get a
5% discount? If you pay for a year or more, you get a 10%
discount!!!! Who knows what the Editor will offer you if you
want to pay for a decade in advance?!!!!!!!!

Legal Transcription Service
Express Legal Transcription, L.L.C.
Fast * Accurate * Reliable

Serving Whatcom County’s legal community since 2004.
Let us transcribe your documents. 24 hour turn-around, $6.50 per page. Pickup and delivery service in Bellingham. Receive your drafts on disk or by email for
easy changes! Doctor letters, pleadings, demand packages, telephone interviews,
GAL reports . . . you name it! Resume and references available upon request.
We can accept tapes, MP3, WAV, WMA, DSS and Dragon files.
Express Legal Transcription,
L.L.C.
Sue Fox-Golombek
Phone: (360) 734-7920
(360) 739-6707
Fax:
(360) 734-7920
express@openaccess.org
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Office Space for Lease
222 Grand Ave – Suite E

Over 2200 SF of well located and professionally appointed office space in Downtown Bellingham. Take
advantage of easy access to City and County government offices and downtown businesses. This suite
offers built out private offices, mezzanine, skylights,
reception, underground parking and kitchenette.
Call Kirby Jones at 360-383-7789

Whatcom County Bar Association
March 5, 2014 Meeting Minutes
12:18 Meeting Called to Order by President McCandlis
Welcome to guests/first-timers Sharon Westergreen (criminal defense attorney) and Jacob DeGraaf
(debtor/bankruptcy attorney).
February Minutes were unanimously adopted and approved.
Committee Reports
Whatcom Women Lawyers – Emily reminded us about up-coming CLE.
Ms. Zervas later reminded us that men are cordially invited to join WWL.
LAW Advocates – Terra Nevitt reported Whatcom County was 3rd place for percentage of attorney donors for the Access to Justice Campaign.
CLE Committee – Flyers distributed for upcoming events. Email me if you need information.
Treasurer’s Report
Olivia Burkland was not present. President McCandlis reported the accounting numbers. We
are solvent – please email me if you would like updated accounting.
Daniel McGreevy announced that Bellingham Assigned Counsel will host a St. Patrick’s day party
at the Squalicum Yacht Club on March 21, 2014. Thank you B’Ham Assigned Counsel!
Old Business
P. McCandlis provided update on digital projector for courthouse use. Mentioned that her firm may
have one to donate that may be suitable.
New Business – nothing to report.
Guest Speaker – Patent Attorney turned inventor Mike Hughes talked to us about his invention, the
SIRT – a tactical weapons training device – and his transition from attorney to entrepreneur and
some words of wisdom about his experiences. Very entertaining.
President McCandlis closed the meeting reminding us that AVVO will be the speaker next month.
12:46 meeting adjourned.
By: Thomas P. Lyden

RESORT TO CHEAP SELF-PROMOTION!

Advertise in
the Newsletter
Admit it. You read the ads in the Newsletter to see what’s
going on. So does everyone else. If you have a service to
offer to your colleagues in the local legal community — or
if you just want to show off — you won’t find a cheaper,
easier way to do it.

1/8-page . . . $35/mo.
2.46”H x 3.86”W

1/4-page . . . $50/mo.
5.00”H x 3.86” W

1/2-page . . . $75/mo.
5.00” H x 7.90” W
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full page . . . $100/mo.
10.00” H x 7.90” W
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And it’s easy to place your ad
E-mail your ad as an MS Word .doc, MS Publisher .pub, .JPG,
.GIF or .pdf file to:
rajeev@northwhatcomlaw.com
We’ll get it in the next issue and bill you. Pre-size the ad if you
know how. Otherwise, tell us the size you want. Questions? Email Editor Rajeev at the above e-mail address, or call (360)
332-7000 .
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